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Unlike physical patterning of materials at nanometer scale, manipulating soft matter such as
biomolecules into patterns is still in its infancy. Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) with surface density
gradient has the capability to drive biomolecules in specific directions to create hierarchical and discrete
structures. Here, we report on a two-step process of self-assembly of the human serum albumin (HSA)
protein into discrete ring structures based on density gradient of SAM. The methodology involves first
creating a 2-dimensional (2D) polyethylene glycol (PEG) islands with responsive carboxyl functionalities.
Incubation of proteins on such pre-patterned surfaces results in direct self-assembly of protein molecules
around PEG islands. Immobilization and adsorption of protein on such structures over time evolve into the
self-assembled patterns.

S
elf-assembly of soft-materials with functional groups into well-defined and discrete structures as a new
form of nanofabrication has witnessed an unprecedented growth in the past decade1–6. Directed self-
assembly of functional molecular groups into 2D and 3D structures to produce viable nanoscale devices

and sensors is an attractive goal with many potential applications. Various techniques have been used to achieve
micro- or nano- patterned 2D or 3D surfaces such as soft-lithography, nano-sphere lithography, photolitho-
graphy, laser ablation, template-assisted patterning, dip-pen lithography and micro-contact printing7–10. Most of
the current approaches focus on the initial modification of the structure and the chemistry of the surface to create
patterns9–11. These techniques are typically used to produce sharp and distinct demarcations or boundaries of
chemical and/or physical regions on a substrate. Recent advances in creating surface structures with material-
gradient and spatio-temporal properties offer new opportunities in this field since it enables the fabrication of
geometric structures with varying chemical and physical properties, which otherwise would be difficult to
manufacture12.

Gradient assemblies may facilitate the accelerated screening of physio-chemical phenomena and are capable of
creating complex geometries with directional soft-material transport13. For example, polymers and oligomers are
materials with a functional gradient, allowing one to tune the geometry and functional character of the assembly.
In the bottom-up approach, building blocks can be deposited gradually using a simple and cost-effective molecu-
lar self-assembly approach on the parent substrate. Position dependent continuous or discontinuous gradient
patterns can be generated in a length scale using self-assembly. These patterns may lead to various directionalities
of molecular distribution in radial, orthogonal or linear directions3,12–14. Molecular self-assembly is an attractive
technique because of its simplicity and the potential efficiency for designing chemical ‘‘blueprints’’ of varied
shapes and sizes with functionalities caused by the spontaneous assembly of molecules.

Recent advances in self-assembly have demonstrated the use of block-copolymers and nanoparticles in ordered
arrays for different applications15–18. However, gradient self-assembly of biomolecules in ordered arrangements
has not been widely explored. Tailoring the structure, as well as the physical and chemical properties of these
patterns, paves the way towards a plethora of practical applications. A system containing molecules can generate
gradient self-assembly if the constituents or building blocks can equilibrate to organize into stable dense arrays of
nanoscale structures19,20. The chemical gradients of the self-assembly can be varied by tuning the functionalities of
the building blocks and controlling the duration and kinetics of the self-assembly process to manipulate the
spatio-temporal properties of the resultant patterns12–20. Bio-interfaces are essential for various bio-technological
applications such as controlling the design of advanced bio-functional surfaces21–25. Regulating biomolecular
immobilization is essential in the fabrication of biochips for biosensing or the engineering of surfaces for cell
adhesion26–30. Gradient bio-molecular patterns with characteristic functionalities can produce decorated ‘‘smart
surfaces’’ whose properties may change with variations in external physical and chemical stimuli such as pH,
temperature, light, optical molecular switches, target analyte, charged molecules, electric field, etc.12–14.
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In this report, we describe a two-step strategy for designing and
fabricating proteins into nanometer-scale structures. Using human
serum albumin (HSA), we demonstrate a process for producing
complex patterns by using gradual variation in chemistry of the
surface. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was used to generate a 2D-surface
density gradient using bottom-up approach of self-assembly. Thin
film gold surfaces grown on silicon were used as the parent substrate
due to their significance in sensor biochips31. Surface ligand chem-
istry was employed to design 3D protein nano- and micro-patterns
on a 2D self-assembled PEG surface. The variation in density of self-
assembled PEG on the substrate is considered as the main driving
factor for self-assembly of HSA into patterns. The pattern generation
was dependent upon factors related to protein-protein and protein-
ligand interactions. Previous reports have demonstrated the use of
PEG polymers to produce protein nano-arrays by photo-modifying
PEG32,33. In contrast, our strategy simply relies on controlling the
self-assembly of the PEG and the incubation time of protein con-
jugation to create complex patterns of biomolecules.

Results
Growth of a PEG self-assembled monolayer (SAM). A conven-
tional self-assembly protocol was employed to achieve the gradient

self-assembly of carboxylipoamide poly-ethylene glycol (CL-PEG12)
on the gold substrate (see Methods). Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) was used to characterize the self-assembly. The SAM
formation was accompanied by PEG-island growth as observed in
the AFM images (Supplementary Fig. S1). The PEG molecular
conformation in a solution is affected by various factors such as
the structure of PEG and the number of ethylene glycol (EG) units,
inter- and intra- molecular hydrogen bonding, the polarity of solvent
used, and temperature34,35. The most viable structure of PEG is a
gauche form because of the freely rotating EG unit, consisting of
two methylene and one oxygen moiety34. During the growth of
SAM on the substrate, PEG molecules are arranged parallel to the
parent substrate. It is most likely that during the island growth
period, the orientation of the PEG chains in the islands is towards
the surface normal. Therefore, most of the surface is covered by PEG
chains lying parallel to the surface and the areas with islands have the
chains oriented in a crystalline phase towards the surface normal34.
Distribution of discrete 2D PEG-islands on the parent substrate
evolved over time creating a polymer surface density gradient.
Growth of PEG on the parent substrate is considered as a
‘‘gradient self-assembly’’ because the density of PEG molecules at
islands is higher than locations without islands. We have used the

Figure 1 | Analysis of topography of self- assembled monolayer formed using CL-PEG12. (a) Variation in height of PEG islands as a function

of number of events with variation in time of self-assembly. (b) Width histograms of PEG islands as a function of number percentage of islands at various

time periods of self-assembly. (c) Height histogram of PEG islands as a function of number percentage of islands after 4 h (Inset: 3-D image

showing islands of PEG formed at scale of 20 3 20 mm2). (d) Width histogram of PEG islands as a function of number of islands after 4 h (Inset:

Topography of PEG islands after 4 h at a scale of 5 mm).
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term ‘‘gradient’’ to address the chemical and/or physical property of
PEG that changes with distance in respect to high and low density of
molecules on the surface. The growth of PEG-islands was studied at
various time points as presented in Fig. 1a–b. Generally, a constant
height distribution of 18 6 5 nm was observed among the PEG
islands between incubation times of 30 min and 5 hours (Fig. 1a).
This height is approximately three times the expected height of a
single PEG molecule, indicating the possibility of multi-layer
arrangement within the islands. Histograms for the width
distribution of the islands show an increase in the range of width
of the islands with increase in the duration of self-assembly time. The
average width of the islands at 30 min was approximately 300 nm
while it was 3 microns for 5 hour self-assembly. Increase in the width
of the PEG islands during self-assembly may be due to surface
diffusion phenomenon and is consistent with the diffusion limited
aggregation (DLA) model35–37.

The PEG size distribution at 4 hours of self-assembly was chosen
as the pre-patterned parent substrate for the protein incubation
experiments. This specific growth time was selected because of the
wide range of width distribution of the PEG islands (Fig. 1c–d)
available for protein structure formation. Histograms for the height
and the width distribution of PEG islands after 4 hours show a height
distribution of 18 6 5 nm (approximately 80%) and a width distri-
bution of 1 6 0.5 mm (approximately 70%).

Self-assembly of protein ring patterns. The second step in directed
self-assembly involved a bio-conjugation approach to form protein
ring patterns around PEG-islands (see Methods). The HSA was
immobilized on the CL-PEG12 surface and allowed to incubate for

15 hours in order to generate the ring patterns. The size and structure
of the ring pattern depends on the length of incubation. Moreover, as
described in previous section, high density of PEG molecules at
islands created more binding sites for protein molecules in
comparison to the locations without islands. Hence ‘‘density
gradient’’ of PEG on the surface is the driving force for protein
self-assembly. Self-assembly of the ring pattern is illustrated by a
schematic of protein binding on the gold substrate (Fig. 2a).
Fig. 2b–e show the AFM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the self-assembled protein ring patterns on CL-PEG12

coated gold substrate. There are distinguishable components
present in the self-assembled protein ring patterns (Fig. 2b). We
will address these components here as a ‘‘nucleus’’ in the center
and concentric rings of ‘‘beads’’ (protein aggregates) around the
nucleus. These protein ring patterns are shown at different length
scales in SEM and AFM images (Fig. 2c–e). Distinct protein ring
patterns were observed on the overall surface of the substrate as
seen in the SEM images (Fig. 2c). From the SEM images, it was
clear that the ring patterns showed signs of degeneration after
3days of formation. Auger elemental analysis of the ring pattern
showed the presence of C, O, N and S consistent with that of
organic matter (Supplementary Fig. S2). Several sizes of ring
patterns between 500 nm and 5.5 mm were observed using AFM
images (Fig. 2d). An AFM image of a self-assembled ring pattern
of 5.5 mm size is shown in Fig. 2e.

The size and shape of the self-assembled protein ring patterns were
dependent on the size of the nucleus. From the AFM analysis, it was
determined that the size of the nucleus corresponds to the size of the
PEG islands observed in the pre-patterned parent substrate prior to

Figure 2 | Images of distinct HSA ring patterns on the CL-PEG12 functionalized surface. (a) Sketch showing HSA ring assembly on the CL-PEG12

coated substrate. (b) 3D-AFM image of HSA self-assembled protein ring pattern. (c) SEM image showing assembly of protein ring patterns at a scale bar

of 10 mm. (d) AFM height (topography) image overlaid on AFM amplitude image showing a pattern with assembly at a scale of 5 mm. (e) AFM image

(height overlaid on amplitude) showing a pattern with assembly of two chains of beads around the nucleus at a scale of 2 mm.
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immobilization of HSA. This implies that the PEG surface density
gradient helped in systematic adsorption of HSA on the substrate.
Fig. 3a–f show the size of PEG islands and the corresponding self-
assembled protein ring patterns with a similar size of nucleus. The
PEG islands with sizes of 0.7, 1 and 2 mm had corresponding approx-
imate nucleus sizes of 0.7, 1 and 2 mm. The width of the nuclei after
ring pattern formation varied from 300 nm to 3.6 mm and the com-
plete self-assembled protein ring patterns had size distributions
between 800 nm and 6 mm (Fig. 4a). As shown in Fig. 4b the size
of self-assembled protein ring pattern grows linearly with the size of
the nucleus. However, the linear growth of the ring size is restricted
after the nucleus size reaches 1.5 mm and the limiting size of the
pattern was about 5 6 0.5 mm. It was observed that only a single
ring of beads was formed around the nucleus when the size of the
nucleus was between 500 nm and 2 mm. Two or more concentric
rings were observed only when the nucleus size was above 2 mm. The
growth in the width and the height of the beads seen in 3D was
relative to the size of the nucleus (Supplementary Fig. S3). Growth
of protein aggregates into beads was observed which might be con-
vergent in direction, which means outer ring of beads may form
initially followed by inner concentric rings.

It is interesting to note that no pattern developed under similar
experimental conditions when an analogous ligand without any PEG
chain was used (dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) Supplementary Fig. S4).
This reveals that the homogeneous surface grafting with responsive
density gradient is required for bio-molecular pattern generation.
These results also indicate that protein-protein interactions and pro-
tein-surface ligand interactions play a major role in self-assembled
protein pattern generation.

Mechanism and growth analysis of the self-assembled protein ring
patterns. In these experiments, the activation of PEG was accom-
plished using a 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) and N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Sulfo-NHS) coupling
reaction. Carboxylate groups were activated and the conjugation of
HSA and formation of amide bonds was accomplished through Arg
or Lys side chains (HSA contains 58 Lys and 23 Arg residues) as an
initial step. Incubation time was an important factor in the formation
of ring patterns. The schematic of the bio-functionalization and self-
assembly of HSA ring patterns is shown in Fig. 5a. Based on
incubation time, the growth analysis of self-assembled protein ring
patterns is presented in Fig. 5b. The conjugation of protein to the
reactive complex of CL-PEG12 is a relatively slow and may take up to
2 hours. The growth of the self-assembled protein structure evolves
over a period of time in a slow process as the height of structures
increases from 20 to 240 nm over a period of 15 hours (Supple-
mentary Fig. S5). No patterns were observed before 8 hours of
incubation time. Therefore, ring pattern growth may consist of
four major steps: conjugation, adsorption, condensation and
growth. These steps revolve around the spatial distribution of PEG
islands, the grafting density of polymer, the concentration gradients
of protein and polymer, and gradient dimensionality.

HSA has a globular structure that consists of 585 residues, com-
posing three main domains loosely joined together by physical forces
and six subdomains enfolded by disulfide bonds. Seventeen disulfide
bridges and one free SH group in a single protein molecule may
facilitate dimerization or a higher level of aggregation38. Under
physiological conditions, native HSA lack any properties which
suggest aggregation. In our work, due to perturbation of the

Figure 3 | Self-assembled CL-PEG12 islands and protein ring patterns after 15 h of incubation. (a, c, e) PEG islands with different island size and

corresponding line profile. (b, d, f) Protein ring patterns with different nucleus sizes and corresponding line profiles.
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environment of the protein on the substrate, aggregation may be
observed. Generally, in proteins or high molecular weight biomole-
cules, the Nernst diffusion layer (approximately 10 mm)39 surround-
ing the biomolecule gets depleted due to high rate of binding at the
surface40. Uniform aggregation of beads may be caused by the local
high concentration of ions around the protein causing the shrinkage
of the protein Nernst layer as well as the salting out effect, which may
allow the HSA molecules to aggregate40.

The initial step is the conjugation of proteins on the surface of
carboxyl terminated PEG moieties over a period of 30 min to 2
hours. Surface-anchored PEG island gradients with responsive carb-
oxyl functionalities oriented towards the surface normal facilitate the
binding of HSA in large numbers creating a 3D chemical gradient.
After conjugation on the surface the overall charge on the protein
may change, generating a new surface charge gradient. Protein mole-
cules have a net charge (Znet), which is the sum of the charge without
(Zown) and with (Zbound) ions bound on them. The isoelectric point of
HSA is 5.4 and the net charge on HSA at pH 7.4 is negative41. The
binding of protein molecules to the ligand on the substrate may affect
the surface charge density on the protein. Therefore, a surface charge
gradient introduced on the substrate enhances electrostatic interac-
tions which may be dominated by salt bridge formation and hydro-
gen bonding42. Physiochemical properties, such as the pH of the

solution and the interface propagates the charge density gradient
thereby draining the protein molecules from the bulk solution and
adsorption on the conjugated substrate. The higher the density of
bound-protein molecules on a pre-patterned parent substrate, the
greater the protein adsorption from the solution which initiates self-
assembly. Circular dichroism investigations in solutions conducted
over a period of 15 hours show no change in the protein conforma-
tion (Supplementary Fig. S6). In the case of no large conformational
changes being observed in the protein solution, the association rate is
less than or equal to the diffusion limited rate (k # kdiff)42,43.

ka~ka
o exp {DGzz=kBTð Þ

where ka is rate of association of transition state, ka
o is the basal rate in

the absence of electrostatic interactions, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
DG11 is Gibb’s free energy change for transition state, and T is
temperature. For free energy minimization, the linear arrangement
tries to bend into a circular shape depending on the potential gra-
dient44. The protein molecules carry some charge and the charged
entities or aggregates on the substrate group together depending on
the repulsive and attractive forces around the nucleus. Depending on
the charge, the coupling may break creating a potential gradient and
the charge per unit area may determine the pattern formation44. It is a
possibility that the entropy change and electronic charge on the
protein molecules are the guiding forces for self-assembly of HSA.

It has also been observed in the case of radial mesoporous silica
growth, that the surface tension constant (D) is proportional to the
radius of the crystal45. Therefore, in order to maintain constant free
energy, the crystal acquires a smooth round shape. This shape corre-
sponds to an angle (y) defined as the angle at the point of the
director-field near the ray to be at yo 5 p/2 due to increase in D
during the growth mechanism45. In general however, contraction
geometry in protein self-assembly may be condensation induced
and an additional factor of charge and thickness of the electrical
double layer around the nucleus may affect the distance between
the concentric rings. Consequently, self-assembly begins at the
nano-scale level to create micro-scale ring patterns. The dynamic
gradient in the physiochemical properties such as charge, concentra-
tion, surface energy, surface potential, and surface tension, which
evolve over time, is the driving force for generation of complex
HSA geometric patterns.

Spectroscopic analysis of the binding energy and conformation of
protein ring patterns. The entropy constraint of the reaction
pathway, which is essentially leading towards the formation of
patterns, is linked to the binding energy of the reaction. The
anchoring of the protein on the support has an effect on the
hydration of the protein molecule. Progressive attachment of the
protein on the support can change the conformation. By
remaining in its native state, the protein attachment on the surface
minimizes the entropy gain46.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed
on the surface to examine CL-PEG12 and HSA modified self-
assembled protein ring pattern surfaces. The survey spectra showed
main peaks corresponding to elemental species C, N, O, and S. The
peak intensity for all elements in the case of PEG modified substrates
was very low compared to the peaks observed on the ring pattern
substrate (Supplementary Fig. S7). A characteristic peak for the C 1s
core was observed at 284 eV assigned to C-C and C-H aromatic and
aliphatic bonds in the protein (Fig. 6a). A prominent component at
285.3 eV represented the corresponding C-O environment in the
protein and was faintly observed in PEG modified substrate. A strong
component at a high binding energy of 287.2 eV was evident due to
the C5O backbone of the protein molecules present on the substrate.

The variable angle Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectro-
scopy shows a distinct protein conjugation on the PEG-modified
surface (Fig. 6b) after incubation. After 15 hours, the peak position

Figure 4 | Analysis of self-assembled ring patterns after 15 h.
(a) Histograms showing width distribution of nucleus and complete ring

patterns. (b) Relation between size of ring structures and size of nucleus.
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at 1662 cm21 suggests there is a shift in position for a-helix to b-
turns or random coil in protein molecules47. A small but distinct peak
at 1624 cm21 shows the aggregated state of protein or b-sheet forma-
tion. After 2 hours, a broad peak was observed between 1700 and
1500 cm21. This demonstrates the appearance of an amide I band at
1657 cm21 on the PEG modified surface which represents a major
part of the protein as an a-helix structure. Moreover, the intensity of
peaks is low after 2 hours of incubation indicating a low protein
density on the surface. Characteristic bands for pure HSA show a
typicala-helical structure with peak positions at 1644 and 1533 cm21

(Supplementary Fig. S8). It can be inferred from this that protein
conjugation may lead to aggregated structures over a longer period of
incubation time.

Discussion
Our work has explored the interesting field of chemical gradient
variations for the fabrication of complex ‘‘smart biomolecular’’ pat-
terns. We have demonstrated the switching of a 2D array of discrete
islands of PEG on a substrate into discrete 3D protein patterns in a
two-step process. The utilization of physiochemical gradients to gen-
erate HSA self-assembled ring formations has also been demon-
strated. The molecular density gradient of PEG islands might have
provided directionality for the binding and symmetrical adsorption
of protein molecules. The biomolecules have arranged themselves in

a symmetric and discrete radial pattern spreading out from the nuc-
leus instead of in a continuous arrangement observed with conven-
tional diffusion. Three major factors were responsible for controlling
and generating the spontaneous self-assembled ring patterns. The
first was the gradual variation of responsive PEG island width in
length scale; the second was the variation of physiochemical gradi-
ents in space; and the third was the incubation time. Not much has
been reported regarding the creation of spatiotemporal biomolecular
geometries, and much still needs to be accomplished in this direction.
Similar approaches can be employed to create distinct geometric
patterns by using different protein molecules or varying the consti-
tuents of the surface ligand or varying the charge on the protein
subunits. More studies are in progress to understand aggregation
of HSA triggered by PEG islands to produce functional sensing
assemblies. In summary, ‘‘density gradient’’ of pre-patterned sur-
faces offer an opportunity to design complex ‘‘biomolecular blue-
prints’’ with spatiotemporal characteristics. Such protein nano- and
micro-patterns which have a straightforward approach of generation
may find huge application potential in the field of biosensors, bio-
materials, bio-Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (Bio-MEMS), cell
adhesion, and bacteria detection.

Methods
Materials. All chemicals used including NaCl, Na2PO4, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl
aminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC),N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Sulfo-NHS) and

Figure 5 | Scheme showing self-assembly of pattern formation and growth analysis. (a) Ring pattern assembly showing steps namely, activation,

conjugation, protein adsorption, condensation and growth. (b) Growth in height of aggregates as a function of incubation time.
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2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES), lipoic acid, human serum albumin
(30% in 0.85% sodium chloride) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Oakville,
Ontario, CA). The ligands carboxy-PEG12-lipoamide (CL-PEG12), and solvents such
as ethanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Deionized (DI) water with
resistivity of 18 MV?cm21 from Milli-Q-water purification system was used in all the
experiments.

Pattern generation. Silicon substrate (1 3 1 cm2) was cleaned in piranha
(H2SO4:H2O2 (351)) (Caution) and rinsed with plenty of water and coated with
Ti/Au (5/50 nm) layers using e-beam evaporation. The substrate smoothness and
cleanliness plays an important role in pattern generation. The substrate was cleaned
again with piranha and ethanol before functionalization with 1 mM CL-PEG12 or
1 mM dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA). PBS buffer (20 mM Na2PO4 , 0.15 M NaCl) at pH
7.4 was used for SAM formation. Homogeneous SAM was formed after 4 h. The
substrates were rinsed in the buffer several times. After SAM formation, the carboxyl
groups on PEG were activated using EDC (0.2 M) and NHS-sulfo (0.05 M) in MES
buffer (0.1 M MES, 0.5 M HCl) at pH 6 by stirring for 30 min. Then 0.2 mg/ml
protein was functionalized on the activated substrate in PBS buffer at pH 7.4 for
15 hrs.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM). MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara,
CA, USA) with tapping mode (in air) was used for topography of the self-assembled
patterns. A silicon probe with Al reflex coating (spring constant: 42 N/m, resonant
frequency: 300 kHz) was used as tip for AFM imaging. A scan rate of 1 Hz was used

for imaging, while SPIP 6.0.9 software was used for the in-depth analysis of AFM
images.

Infrared spectroscopy (IR). NEXUS 670 FTIR (Thermo Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA)
was used for ATR-IR analysis of HSA samples equipped with ZnSe crystal. ATR-IR
for the protein was taken after spreading the HSA solution at pH 7.4 on the ZnSe
crystal and dried under nitrogen until the surface was dried without visible water on
the crystal. Variable angle FTIR was accomplished at an angle of 70 degrees for all the
functionalized substrates with p-polarized light.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Chemical composition was investigated
using Axis 165 X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (Kratos Analytical).

Scanning electron microscope (SEM). JAMP 9500F (JEOL) Scanning Electron
Microscope for SEM was used in High vacuum mode. The substrates were mounted
on SEM Stubs.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectropolarimetery. The CD spectra were measured on
an OLIS DSM 17 Circular Dichroism instrument (OLIS Inc. Bogart, Georgia, USA).
Quartz cell of a 0.02 cm path length was used to contain the sample, and the spectra
were recorded in the far-UV region with wavelength between 190 and 260 nm. The
spectrum was recorded with five scan accumulations.
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